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Vehicle-bridge interaction and driving accident risks

under skew winds

A. Camara

Department of Civil Engineering. City, University of London. Northampton Square,
London, EC1V 0HB, United Kingdom

Abstract

This paper proposes a new methodology to simulate wind fields that are
non-orthogonal to the structure and to the traffic direction, and it presents
the first wind-vehicle-bridge interaction (W-VBI) analysis framework to ac-
count for skew wind effects on the driving safety. The three-directional skew
wind fields that are generated match well the target frequency content and
correlation properties along the deck. The W-VBI methodology is applied
to the study of vehicles crossing a long bridge for a wide range of wind inci-
dence angles. It is observed that even though purely cross-winds increase the
vehicle-bridge interaction, skew headwinds are more likely to cause driving
accidents.

Keywords:
Skew winds; stochastic wind simulation; driving accidents; vehicle-bridge
interaction; time-history analysis

1. Introduction1

Wind-driven traffic interruptions and accidents represent a major prob-2

lem in a large number of bridges around the world [1]. The risk of vehicle3

accidents is higher in long-span bridges because they are usually exposed to4

strong winds and have slender decks prone to vibrations. The assessment of5

the driving accident risks of vehicles crossing bridges in windy environments6

involves a complex wind-vehicle-bridge interaction (W-VBI) problem. This7

is generally solved with semi-analytical models that define the direct wind8
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actions on the bridge and on the vehicles from their aerodynamic coefficients,9

and solve the equations of motion for the deck, the vehicle and their inter-10

action under wind loading at every time-step. This approach is repeated in11

numerous works (see e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5]) but, to the author’s knowledge, in all12

of them the mean wind speed is assumed to be perpendicular to the deck of13

the bridge. However, skew winds are usually more dangerous from the point14

of view of the vehicle stability and also more likely to occur [6, 7, 8]. This15

work proposes a new W-VBI method that accounts for non-orthogonal wind16

directions.17

In the driving safety analysis the effect of the skewness of the wind is18

materialized both in the dynamic response of the bridge and of the vehicles19

crossing it. This paragraph is dedicated to the structural response of bridges20

without vehicles subject to skew winds, for which A. Davenport and his21

co-authors were pioneers [9, 10]. In the traditional buffeting analysis skew22

winds are treated with the so-called ‘cosine rule’ by which the along-flow wind23

speed is decomposed into two perpendicular components: one normal to the24

deck, and the other parallel to it (driving direction) that is ignored. The25

normal and the vertical wind components are used in conjunction with the26

aerodynamic coefficients of the true (orthogonal) deck cross-section obtained27

from sectional model tests (experimental or numerical). Scanlan [6] proposed28

a refinement of this approach by modifying the flutter derivatives in terms of29

the wind incidence (yaw or skew) angle between the mean wind speed and the30

deck (β), and analysing the response in the frequency domain. However, Zhu31

et al. [7, 8] observed in the wind tunnel testing of the Tsing Ma Bridge that32

the previous approaches can be significantly inaccurate for very skew winds.33

These authors observed that the drag coefficient of the deck decreases and34

its pitching moment coefficient increases by increasing the wind incidence35

angle β, with the lift being almost instensitive to it. More recently, it has36

been observed experimentally in the Third Nanjing Bridge that the most37

unfavorable buffeting responses of the bridge are not associated with purely38

cross-winds (β = 90◦) but with yaw angles between β = 60◦ and 85◦ [11].39

Xie et al. [12] introduced an effective mean wind speed and a turbulent40

correlation length to account for skew winds in the conventional frequency-41

domain definition of the wind turbulence field. However, this methodology42

is only valid for yaw angles close to β = 90◦ (i.e. cross-winds) and the43

cross-correlation between wind components was ignored. In addition, the44

buffeting analysis was done entirely in the frequency domain, for which the45

W-VBI problem is not readily established.46
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In terms of the response of vehicles in off-bridge conditions, Batista et47

al. [13] proposed a detailed driving stability analysis based on the wheel48

reactions obtained from static equilibrium in different types of vehicles un-49

der purely cross-winds (β = 90◦). This wind direction was assumed to be50

critical in [13], however, Baker [14] demonstrated with a dynamic model of51

a 4-wheeled vehicle that the wind incidence angles that are between β = 30◦52

and 60◦ are more dangerous for the driving stability of vans and tractors53

with trailers driving off-bridge. More recently, Kim et al. [15] proposed a54

probabilistic approach to assess the driving-induced accident risks in vehicles55

crossing bridges. They adopted the static model presented in [13] but ac-56

counted for the disturbance in the wind flow introduced by the shape of the57

deck on different road lanes, and the results also identified that the range of58

wind incidence angles between β = 30◦ and 60◦ were critical. However, the59

assessment of the vehicle accient risks in [15] was based on a static analysis60

that ignores the effect of the wind gusts, the pavement irregularities and the61

vehicle/bridge dynamic responses, as well as their interaction. The latter is62

considered in several works focusing on the W-VBI problem (e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5])63

but they are particuarised for the specific case of purely cross-winds.64

This paper represents the first attempt to include the effect of the wind65

incidence angle in a detailed W-VBI analysis. To this end, a proposal to sim-66

ulate skew wind fields is formulated as an extension of the widely accepted67

methodology of Veers [16]. It is observed that the resulting non-orthogonal68

wind fields match well the target frequency content and correlation properties69

along the deck. These are introduced in a genernal W-VBI framework that70

accounts for the wind incidence angle as well as the coherence of pavement ir-71

regularity profiles in the transverse direction (across-deck). The methodology72

is applied to the study of a long-span bridge with variable cross-section under73

skew winds interacting with traffic actions modelled with multi-degree-of-74

freedom (MDOF) vehicles. The results demonstrate that purely cross-winds75

increase the dynamic response of the deck and the vehicle-bridge interac-76

tion at the central span, but skew headwinds with incidence angles between77

β = 40◦ and 70◦ maximise the risk of driving accidents in high-sided vehicles.78

2. Mean off-bridge vehicle actions79

First, the influence of the apparent wind incidence angle (β) on the mean80

aerodynamic actions on a high-sided vehicle is examined. The steady wind81

effects on a vehicle are given as82
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f lv,w =
1

2
ρU2

rC
v
l (ψ)Av, with l = D,S, L (1a)

83

f lv,w =
1

2
ρU2

rC
v
l (ψ)Avhv, with l = Y, P,R, (1b)

84

where l = D,S, L refers to the drag, side and lift forces, respectively, and85

l = Y, P,R to the yaw, pitch and roll moments; ρ is the density of the air,86

taken as 1.225 kg/m3 in this work; Ur is the relative wind speed acting on87

the vehicle; Cv
l (ψ) are the static coefficents, which depend on the relative88

wind incidence angle ψ; Av is the front area of the vehicle; hv is the vertical89

distance between the centroid of the vehicle and its wheel-pavement contact.90

The aerodynamic coefficients of the vehicle can be calculated from expressions91

that are adjusted to the results of wind tunnel testing reported in [13, 14],92

which considered the vehicles situated in homogeneous wind fields free from93

obstacles (i.e. off-bridge conditions). In the case of a large van or a rigid94

truck, when 0◦ ≤ ψ ≤ 90◦:95

Cv
S = σ1ψ

0.382 (2a)
96

Cv
L = σ2[1 + sin(3ψ)] (2b)

97

Cv
D = σ3[1 + 2 sin(3ψ)] (2c)

98

Cv
Y = −σ4ψ

1.77 (2d)
99

Cv
P = σ5ψ

1.32 (2e)
100

Cv
R = σ6ψ

0.924, (2f)

101

with ψ in radians. When 90◦ < ψ ≤ 180◦ the same expressions included102

above can be used after changing the incidence angle by ψ = 180◦ − ψ and103

converting it to radians. The values of the parameters σ1 to σ6 can be found104

in [13, 14] for different types of vehicles, based on which Fig. 1 presents105

the side and rolling aerodynamic coefficients for all possible wind incidence106

angles. These two actions have a strong influence in the overall vehicle acci-107

dent risk, and they are maximised when the effective wind incidence angle is108

perpendicular to the vehicle, regardless of its typology. The same effect can109

be observed in the yaw and the pitch coefficients.110

The relative wind speed (Ur) and the relative wind incidence angle (ψ)111

depend on the aparent wind velocity vector and on the vehicle speed (Vd),112
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Figure 1: Aerodynamic coefficients in terms of the effective wind incidence angle ψ given
in [13, 14] for different types of vehicles; (a) side coefficient Cv

S , (b) roll coefficient Cv
R.

as it is shown in Fig. 2 for two different driving directions. In this study the113

apparent wind incidence angle β is defined as the angle between the vehicle114

path (in x-direction) and the wind direction.115

Vd 

y

x

Ur U
utot

vtot

Vd 

y

x

Uutot

vtot

Ur(a) (b)

3 4

34 1 2

12

Figure 2: Relative wind/driving velocity ignoring turbulence and considering two scenarios
with β < 90◦: (a) driving in the positive-x direction, (b) driving in the negative-x direction.
The numbers 1-4 represent the wheel ordering. The convention for positive wind incidence
angles in this study is also included.

The vector diagrams included in Fig. 2 can be expressed mathematically116

as:117

U2
r = (vtot − Vd)2 + (utot)2 (3)

ψ = arctan

(
utot

vtot − Vd

)
, (4)

where utot and vtot are the across-drive (parallel to the axis y) and the along-118

drive (parallel to x) projections of the total wind speed; if turbulence is119
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ignored utot = Û sin(β) and vtot = Û cos(β), with Û representing the mean120

along-flow wind speed. Also note that Vd > 0 in Eqs. (3) and (4) if the121

vehicle moves in the positive-x direction (Fig. 2(a)), and Vd < 0 otherwise122

(Fig. 2(b)).123

Fig. 3 shows the wind actions on a high-sided vehicle moving in the124

negative-x direction with a speed of Vd = −30 m/s. The results are given in125

terms of the apparent wind incidence angle β and the along-flow mean wind126

speed normalised with respect to the driving speed (Û/Vd), ignoring the127

effect of turbulence. Fig. 3(a) includes the normalised effective wind-vehicle128

velocity Ur, which is significantly affected by the skew angle of the wind.129

Tailwinds occur if β > 90◦ because Vd < 0 and this leads to reduced values of130

Ur, reaching a zero value for the limit case in which β = 180◦ and the mean131

wind speed coincides with the vehicle speed. However, headwinds (β < 90◦)132

increase the relative wind speed on the vehicle, reaching its peak when β = 0◦133

and the vehicle speed adds directly to the wind speed. Fig. 3(b) presents134

the effective wind incidence angle ψ and it shows that skew tailwinds with135

certain speeds can create the effect of cross-winds (ψ = 90◦) on the vehicle,136

for which the aerodynamic coefficients Cv
S and Cv

R are maximised according137

to Fig. 1. It is also observed that wind incidence angles β below 90◦ that138

increase Ur have associated low values of ψ even for very large wind speeds,139

and this reduces the aerodynamic forces on the vehicles.140

Fig. 3(b) includes the wind-induced side force in the van studied in [14],141

calculated from Eq. (1a). It is observed that headwinds are critical from the142

point of view of the vehicle stability, particularly with β ranging from 40◦143

to 60◦. This is explained by the fact that Ur is larger when β < 90◦ and it144

is squared in the calculation of the aerodynamic forces in Eq. (1), although145

decrements of β below 20◦ result in a rapid reduction of the wind side force146

because the value of ψ and the corresponding aerodynamic coefficient are147

small. It is important to note that purely cross-winds are not critical for the148

side wind force on the vehicle, specially for large wind speeds. These results149

will be confirmed in the detailed W-VBI analysis including turbulent wind,150

pavement irregularities and vehicle-bridge dynamic interaction effects that151

were ignored in this section.152

3. Generation of skew wind fields153

The W-VBI assessment of the driving accident risks requires the simula-154

tion of the wind velocity field at discrete points of the bridge. If the deck is155
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Figure 3: Mean effect of the wind incidence angle (β) on: (a) the relative wind speed in
the vehicle (Ur), (b) the effective incidence angle of the wind in the vehicle (ψ), and (c)
the side force in a van (fSv,w). Results obtained for a vehicle driving speed of Vd = −30
m/s (i.e. in the negative-x direction) and ignoring turbulence.

straight in plan, the Np points along its length in which wind is simulated156

are contained in a vertical plane that is referred to as the Structural Plane, or157

SP in short. The existing methods to generate wind velocity signals assume158

that the SP is perpendicular to the direction of the mean wind flow, i.e. they159

are only valid for cross-winds. Previous works on W-VBI implicitly assume160

the same scenario. However, considering only cross-winds can underestimate161

the wind actions on the vehicles, as it was demonstrated in the simplified162

analysis conducted in Section 2. This Section proposes an extension of the163

methodology introduced by Veers [16] to generate realistic three-directional164

(3D) spatially distributed pseudo-random wind time-histories that are non-165

orthogonal to the SP.166

The idea is to define an auxiliary plane where Veer’s methodology can167

be directly applied because it is perpendicular to the along-flow mean wind168

velocity. This plane is referred to as Generation Plane (GP) because it is169

where the wind velocity histories are generated. The GP is vertical, located170

upwind from the structure and forming an angle β with the normal of the SP,171

as shown in Fig. 4. The wind field in the GP is defined by superimposing the172

along-flow mean wind speed (Û) to zero-mean turbulence components gen-173

erated at the orthogonal projections of the Np structural nodes. Note that174

in this work the symbol ·̂ is used to represent properties in the reference175
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system of the GP: x̂, ŷ, ẑ, with x̂ being the across-flow horizontal direction, ŷ176

the along-flow horizontal direction, and ẑ the vertical direction, which is al-177

ways parallel to the z axis in the SP. The turbulence time-histories associated178

with the j-th node of the structure projected in the GP in the directions x̂, ŷ179

and ẑ are referred to as v̂j(t), ûj(t) and ŵj(t), respectively. These turbulence180

components start at the GP (t = 0 s), but due to the distance between the181

GP and the SP they arrive at the node j in the SP at time t∗, with a delay182

∆tj with respect to the projected node in the GP. ∆tj can be calculated by183

accepting the Taylor’s hypothesis of frozen turbulence in which ûj(t), v̂j(t)184

and ŵj(t) travel in the along-flow direction with the mean wind speed corre-185

sponding to that node: Ûj(zj) (where zj is the height of the j-th node above186

the ground).187

Fig. 4(a) shows that in the particular case of purely cross-winds (β = 90◦)188

this time-lag is the same in all the nodes at the same height. In fact, if β = 90◦189

the axes of the GP are parallel to those in the SP and both can be coincident,190

implying that t = t∗ and the turbulence components in the structural axes191

(x, y, z), referred to as uj, vj and wj for the across-deck, along-deck and192

vertical components, respectively, are directly ûj(t) ≡ uj(t
∗), v̂j(t) ≡ vj(t

∗)193

and ŵj(t) ≡ wj(t
∗). However, if β 6= 90◦ the GP is not parallel to the SP194

and therefore the wind velocity signals arrive to the structure asynchronously195

with a varying time-lag that is highlighted in red colour in the three wind196

velocity time-histories included for illustration purposes in Fig. 4(b), and197

therefore ûj(t) 6= uj(t
∗), v̂j(t) 6= vj(t

∗) and ŵj(t) 6= wj(t
∗).198

<90o(b)

Structuralplane (SP): t*

Generationplane (GP): t=0 s

Structuralplane (SP): t*

Generation

plane (GP): t=
0 s

=90o(a)

x
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z x
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y
z

u,v,w(t) u,v,w(t )

j j

j j j j j j

u,v,w(t) u,v,w(t )j j j j j j

t j
t j

*

*

Figure 4: Time lags ∆tj (in red colour) between the start of the wind velocity signals
(t = 0 s) and the instant in which they reach the structure under: (a) purely cross-winds
(β = 90◦), and (b) skew winds (β 6= 90◦).
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The generation of non-orthogonal wind fields proposed in this work is199

divided in four steps discussed in the following paragraphs along with the200

assumptions made.201

Step 1: Project the structure in the GP202

It is assumed that the Np nodes of the structure are contained in a vertical203

plane that includes the structural axis z and thus only their along-drive204

horizontal coordinate (x) needs to be projected in the GP. This is shown205

in the plan view of the GP and the SP included in Fig. 5. A distance djk206

between two generic nodes j and k in the SP with coordinates (xj, zj) and207

(xk, zk), respectively, becomes in the GP:208

d̂jk =
√

(xj − xk)2 sin2(β) + (zj − zk)2. (5)

j=r=1 j=Np

x

y Generation plane

(GP)

Structural plane
(SP)

x

y

xrj U juj+ (t*)

jv (t*)

ju

jv

<90o(a) >90o(b)

>0

j k

djk

djk

j=r=Npj=1

y

Generatio
n plane

(G
P)

Structural plane
(SP)

x

y

xrjU juj+ (t*)

jv (t*)

ju

jv k

djk

djk

x

xrj cos

tot

tot

tot

tot

<0

xrj cos

j

Figure 5: Plan view of the GP and the SP for two wind incidence angles: (a) β < 90◦, (b)
β > 90◦.

Step 2: Generate wind signals perpendicular to the GP209

The method of Shinozuka and Jan [17] is used to generate Np correlated 3D210

velocity signals in the GP from the projected spectral matrix Ŝi associated211

with the i-th component of the turbulence in the GP axes, with i = û, v̂, ŵ:212
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Ŝi(fm) =


Ŝi11 . . . Ŝi1j . . . Ŝi1Np

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

Ŝij1 . . . Ŝijj . . . ŜijNp

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

ŜiNp1 . . . ŜiNpj
. . . ŜiNpNp

 , (6)

where fm is the central frequency of the m-th frequency band in which the213

spectral densities are discretised. Considering that they are divided in Nf214

frequency bands of equal width ∆f , the diagonal terms of Ŝ are defined as215

Ŝijj(fm) = Ĝi
jj(fm)∆f , in which Ĝi

jj is the symmetric power spectral density216

(PSD) of the wind speed at node j in the direction i of the GP, and the217

off-diagonal term Ŝijk(fm) represents the cross-spectral density between the218

GP nodes j and k:219

Ŝijk(fm) = γ̂ijk(fm)∆f
√
Ĝi
jj(fm)Ĝi

kk(fm), (7)

in which the spatial coherence between the wind velocity signals of two220

generic nodes in the GP (γ̂ijk) is defined from the coherence function based221

on their SP coordinates (x, z) projected in the GP222

γ̂ijk(fm) = exp

(
−fm

√
[Ci

x̂(xj − xk) sin(β)]2 + [Ci
ẑ(zj − zk)]2

Ûjk

)
, (8)

where Ûjk is the arithmetic mean of the along-flow mean wind speeds at nodes223

j and k: Ûjk = (Ûj + Ûk)/2; Ci
x̂ and Ci

ẑ are the coherence decrements in the224

horizontal (across-flow) and the vertical directions of the GP, respectively.225

It is noted that the difference between the coherence function defined in the226

SP (γijk) and the projected one considered in this work (γ̂ijk) is in the term227

affected by sin(β), with γijk = γ̂ijk if β = 90◦ and γijk < γ̂ijk otherwise. This228

indicates that in the GP the wind velocity signals are more correlated than229

in the SP for skew winds.230

The complex coefficient matrix V̂i(fm) in the i-th direction of the GP231

(with i = û, v̂, ŵ) is obtained from the Cholesky decomposition of the spectral232

matrices Ŝi following [16, 17]. The inverse Fourier transform of each element233

of V̂i(fm) gives the turbulence wind velocity time series at the GP234

10



ûj(t) =

Nf∑
m=1

√
2Âûjm cos(2πfmt− φ̂ûjm) (9a)

235

v̂j(t) =

Nf∑
m=1

√
2Âv̂jm cos(2πfmt− φ̂v̂jm) (9b)

236

ŵj(t) =

Nf∑
m=1

√
2Âŵjm cos(2πfmt− φ̂ŵjm), (9c)

237

where Âijm and φ̂ijm are the components of the matrices Âi = mod(V̂i)238

and φ̂i = arg(V̂i), with the operators mod() and arg() representing the239

modulus and the argument of each of the complex variables included in V̂i,240

respectively.241

Step 3: Shift the reference time to t∗242

It is shown in Fig. 5 that the turbulence wind histories that start at t = 0243

s in the GP reach their corresponding nodes in the SP at different instants.244

The time-delay that spans from the start of the signal at the j-th point of245

the GP to the moment in which it reaches the corresponding node in the246

SP is referred to as ∆tj. It can be obtained from the Taylor’s hypothesis by247

assuming that the turbulence travels with the along-flow mean wind speed248

at that point (Ûj) as:249

∆tj =
∆xjr cos(β)

Ûj
, (10)

∆xjr = xj−xr being the relative distance in the x direction of the SP defined250

between the node j and a reference point r contained at the intersection251

between the SP and the GP (for which ∆tr = 0 s). If β < 90◦ the reference252

point is selected for convenience as the first node of the structure in the x253

direction (i.e. r = 1) to minimise ∆tj, as shown in Fig. 5(a). However, if254

β > 90◦ the reference point is considered as the last node in the x direction255

(i.e. r = Np) as illustrated in Fig. 5(b), which results in positive time-lags256

for any point in Eq. (10) since ∆xjNp < 0 and cos(β) < 0 when β > 90◦. In257

the special case with β = 90◦ the GP is defined as coincident with the SP so258

that ∆tj = 0 s and there is no need to define a reference point259

11



After calculating ∆tj for all the points of the structure, their 3D turbu-260

lence components are referred to the nodes of the SP by removing from the261

original signals the corresponding time-lags262

ûj(t
∗) = ûj(t−∆tj) (11a)

263

v̂j(t
∗) = v̂j(t−∆tj) (11b)

264

ŵj(t
∗) = ŵj(t−∆tj), (11c)

265

with t ≥ ∆tj for any j.266

Step 4: Rotate the wind signals to the axes of the SP267

Finally, the wind signals parallel to the GP axes (x̂, ŷ, ẑ ≡ z) are rotated268

to align them to the reference axes of the structure in the SP (x, y, z), as it269

is depicted in Fig. 5. Because the along-flow mean wind speed is generally270

not perpendicular to the SP, it is necessary to rotate the total wind velocity271

signals (mean speed plus turbulence) as272

utot(t∗) = [Ûj + û(t∗)] sin(β)− v̂(t∗) cos(β) (12a)
273

vtot(t∗) = [Ûj + û(t∗)] cos(β) + v̂(t∗) sin(β) (12b)
274

wtot(t∗) = ŵ(t∗), (12c)

275

and not only their turbulence components. It is remarked that the time-276

histories resulting from Eq. (12) are the total wind velocity components,277

and that the along-flow mean wind speed Ûj affects both the perpendicular278

and the longitudinal wind components in the SP (utot and vtot, respectively).279

However, the turbulent components in the SP may be needed by the aero-280

dynamic model of choice, as it is discussed in the next section. These can281

be obtained by subtracting from the total horizontal wind components the282

mean wind speed projected to the corresponding SP axis:283

u(t∗) = utot(t∗)− Ūy,j (13a)
284

v(t∗) = vtot(t∗)− Ūx,j (13b)
285

w(t∗) = wtot(t∗), (13c)

286
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with Ūy,j and Ūx,j being the across- and along-deck projections of the along-287

flow mean wind speed, respectively:288

Ūy,j = Ûj sin(β) (14a)
289

Ūx,j = Ûj cos(β). (14b)

290

The above methodology is valid for wind incidence angles β in the range291

[0◦, 180◦], and the cases with β > 180◦ can be obtained by symmetry. In292

the particular scenario with β = 90◦, i.e. for purely cross-winds, γ̂ijk = γijk293

and Ŝijk = Sijk, resulting in û(t∗) = u(t∗), v̂(t∗) = v(t∗), ŵ(t∗) = w(t∗), and294

because ∆tj = 0 s in Eq. (10) it results in t = t∗, with Eq. (12) reducing to295

the conventional definition of the wind field: utot(t) = Uj+u(t), vtot(t) = v(t)296

and wtot(t) = w(t).297

4. Wind-vehicle-bridge interaction under skew winds298

This section extends the wind-vehicle-bridge interaction (W-VBI) analy-299

sis framework presented in [5] to account for skew winds. The process starts300

with the definition of the bridge vibration properties and its environment, in-301

cluding the skew wind velocity field, the traffic conditions and the pavement302

irregularities. The vibration properties of the bridge are described with the303

frequencies of its relevant vibration modes (f) and with a mode matrix (Φ)304

that includes the corresponding mode shape vectors (φ). A large set of vibra-305

tion modes are obtained from a finite element (FE) model of the structure,306

and the selection of those that are relevant to the dynamic response is usually307

based on the activated modal mass or the participation factors, or it can be308

done using more advanced techniques that also take into account the effect309

of the dynamic loading (see e.g. [18]). The skew wind speed time-histories at310

different points along the bridge are generated from the simulation process311

described in Section 2. The pavement irregularity profiles at the leeward312

and at the windward wheels of the vehicle are defined accounting for their313

transverse correlation as [19, 20]314

rL(x) =
Nn∑
m=1

√
2Gd(nm)∆n cos (2πnmx+ θm), (15a)
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315

rW (x, y) =
Nn∑
m=1

{√
2Gd,x(nm, y)∆n cos (2πnmx+ θm)

+
√

2 [Gd(nm)−Gd,x(nm, y)] ∆n cos (2πnmx+ φm)

}
,

(15b)
316

in which rL and rW are the pavement irregularity profiles in the leeward and317

the windward wheel lines of the vehicle, respectively; Nn is the number of318

discrete spatial frequencies nm included in the generation of these profiles,319

which are established between the lower and the upper cut-off frequency320

limits: [n1, nNm ]; ∆n is the frequency resolution, in cycles/m; θm and φm321

are random phase angles uniformly distributed from 0 to 2π to generate a322

set of Nr independent profiles; Gd(nm) is the target one-sided PSD of dis-323

placements; and Gd,x(nm, y) is the one-sided cross PSD function [20], defined324

as325

Gd,x(nm) =

∞∫
−∞

2R(
√
δ2 + 4b2) expi2πnmδ dδ, (16)

where R is the autocorrelation function of the displacement irregularity pro-326

file; δ is the longitudinal projection of the distance between two points in327

the pavement irregularity surface; b is the half-distance between the vehicle328

wheel lines in the transverse direction. The larger the value of b the more329

uncorrelated the profiles rL and rW are.330

The coupled system of dynamics that governs the W-VBI problem is331

established in terms of the modal coordinates associated with the relevant332

vibration modes of the bridge (qb) and the displacement vector of the MDOF333

vehicle model (qv), as well as their time-derivatives334

[
Mb 0
0 Mv

] [
q̈b
q̈v

]
+

[
Cb 0
0 Cv

] [
q̇b
q̇v

]
+[

Kb 0
0 Kv

] [
qb
qv

]
=

[
ΦT(fb,r + fb,w)
fv,g + fv,r + fv,w

]
, (17)

where Mv, Cv and Kv are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the335

vehicle(s), respectively, with Mb, Cb and Kb being the corresponding modal336
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matrices of the bridge; fv,r is the forcing vector at the vehicle wheels due337

to the moving wheel-pavement contact, including the effect of the pavement338

irregularities, with fb,r being its counterpart in the bridge; fv,g describes the339

gravity force in the vehicle and fv,w the wind forces acting on it. The latter340

is composed of three forces and three moments applied on the vehicle as341

described in Eq. (1) based on a steady approach.342

The forcing vector fb,w represents the wind actions on the deck in each343

time-step of the analysis. The along-deck component (vtot) is ignored in the344

direct wind forcing on the bridge due to its small influence in conventional345

structures with straight decks of reduced longitudinal slope. Consequently,346

the wind actions are applied on simplified models of the true cross-sections347

at each node of the deck with 3 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) each; this model348

includes the displacement in the direction perpendicular to the SP (p, across-349

deck), the vertical displacement (h, heave motion) and the torsional rotation350

of the deck (α). The generalised displacement vector at a particular node of351

the deck [p, h, α]T is associated with the wind actions fb,w = [fDb,w, f
L
b,w, f

M
b,w]T352

that represent the drag, lift and moment components of the wind at that353

node, respectively. These forces are given by the linear superposition of the354

mean, buffeting and self-excited actions, that is: f b,w = f b,w−s + f b,w−b +355

f b,w−se.356

The mean (quasi-static) wind forces in the structure are defined in terms357

of the along-flow mean wind speed projected in the transverse axis of the358

bridge (Ūy defined in Eq. (14a)), and take the form359

fDb,w−s =
1

2
ρŪ2

yDC
b
D (18a)

360

fLb,w−s =
1

2
ρŪ2

yBC
b
L (18b)

361

fMb,w−s =
1

2
ρŪ2

yB
2Cb

M , (18c)

where B and D are the width and the depth of the structural element, respec-362

tively; Cb
D(αs), C

b
L(αs) and Cb

M(αs) are the drag, lift and moment aerody-363

namic coefficients of the structure for the angle of attack αs, formed between364

the across-deck wind projection (Ūy) and the corresponding cross-section in365

static equilibrium.366

There are different models in the literature to obtain the buffeting and367

the aeroelastic actions. For simplicity, these are calculated here with the368

linear quasi-steady (LQS) model [21] in which the fluid memory is neglected,369
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and with it the aerodynamic admittance. Although the LQS effectively in-370

creases the buffeting forces, for the typical bluff sections in bridge decks the371

aerodynamic admittance can be ignored [22]. In addition, this work focuses372

on the interaction between vehicles and bridges, and Kavrakov et al. [23]373

demonstrated that the choice of the aerodynamic model does not strongly374

influence the W-VBI analysis for the wind speeds in which bridges are in375

operation, which are usually much lower than the design ones. Finally, Tang376

et al. [24] observed that flutter effects are reduced in bridges under skew377

winds. Accepting the LQS model, the buffeting forces are:378

fDb,w−b =
1

2
ρŪy

(
2DCb

Du+
(
DCb′

D −BCb
L

)
w
)

(19a)
379

fLb,w−b =
1

2
ρŪy

(
2BCb

Lu+ (BCb′

L +DCb
D)w

)
(19b)

380

fMb,w−b =
1

2
ρŪyB

2
(

2Cb
Mu+ Cb′

Mw
)
, (19c)

in which u and w are the across-deck and vertical turbulence components381

obtained from Section 2, respectively; Cb′
D(αs), C

b′
L (αs) and Cb′

M(αs) are the382

angle-derivatives of the static wind coefficients at αs. Finally, the self-excited383

forces are calculated with the LQS model:384

fDb,w−se =
1

2
ρŪy

(
ŪyDC

b′

Dα− 2DCb
Dṗ−

(
DCb′

D −BCb
L

)
ḣ
)

(20a)

385

fLb,w−se =
1

2
ρŪy

(
ŪyBC

b′

Lα− 2BCb
Lṗ−

(
BCb′

L +DCb
D

)
ḣ
)

(20b)
386

fMb,w−se =
1

2
ρŪyB

2
(
ŪyC

b′

Mα− 2Cb
M ṗ− Cb′

M ḣ
)
. (20c)

It is noted that the width of the true (perpendicular) cross-section of the387

deck (B) is used instead of the along-flow deck width (B/ sin(β)), and the388

aerodynamic coefficients and their angle-derivatives also correspond to the389

orthogonal cross-section of the deck, unlike in the proposal of [6]. This is390

because the aerodynamic forces are based on the across-deck and vertical391

wind components (u and w, respectively) obtained in Eq. (13).392

Finally, the W-VBI problem described in Eq. (17) is solved in the time-393

domain by the accelerated mode superposition algorithm included in the394

MDyn Python library [18].395
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5. Case study396

5.1. Description of the structure, the FE model and the modal analysis397

The proposed methodology is applied to the assessment of the driving398

accident risks in a 1287-m long bridge with a main span of 190 m. The399

elevation of the structure is shown in Fig. 6. The deck is composed of two400

12-m wide prestressed concrete box girders with a variable depth ranging401

from 4 m at midspan and the approaching spans, to 12 m at the central402

piers (P9 and P10). Fig. 7 presents the cross-sections of the deck at these403

positions, including two 1.7-m high edge barriers that run along the entire404

length of the deck. The deck also has a variable height from the ground (zj)405

and it is highest at midspan in the central span (48.1 m above the river).406

This is considered in the generation of the wind field from a target boundary407

layer profile, but the slope of the deck is ignored in the calculation of the408

aerodynamic wind actions and the dynamic response of the vehicle. The deck409

is straight in plan and its centreline forms the vertical SP.410

P1

46 59

(a)

j=1

j=2 j=3 j=4

P2 P3

59 59 59 59 72 106 190 106 72 59 59 59 59 59 59 46

P1

46 59

(b)

j=1 j=110

59 59 59 59 72 106 190 106 72 59 59 59 59 59 59 46

10

x
z

P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 P19

P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 P19

zj

zj

A B C

A B C

A

A

A

A

B

B

M

Figure 6: Elevation of the bridge and position of the nodes where wind is generated; (a)
simplified case with Np = 4 nodes, (b) proposal with Np = 110 nodes used for the full
simulation. Units in meters.

The deck of the bridge is modelled in the FE analysis software package411

ABAQUS [25] using two separate lines of linear-interpolation 3D beam ele-412

ments connecting the centroids of each box girder. A total of 2600 elements413

are used to discretise the deck, with a typical length of 1 m to capture accu-414

rately the variation of its depth. The mass of the asphalt is introduced by415

increasing the density of the concrete in the deck, whilst the parapets, side-416

walks, barriers and diaphragms are included as lumped masses positioned at417

their corresponding centroids. The piers are modelled with the same type of418

beam elements as the deck and they are fully fixed to the ground. The deck419
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Figure 7: Typical cross-sections of the deck and detail of the application of the irregularity
profiles (rW , rL) to the vehicle wheels. The numerical model of the vehicle and its DOF
are included. Units in m.
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is pinned to the piers by means of support devices that allow the longitudinal420

movement (in the x direction) at all the supports with the exception of piers421

P8 to P14, where it is fixed. The FE model of the bridge has approximately422

16000 DOFs.423

A modal analysis was conducted in this model to obtain the most relevant424

vibration modes of the bridge for the W-VBI problem. The first mode with425

lateral movement of the deck has a frequency of 0.5 Hz and it involves the426

main span and the two adjacent spans (P8-P11). The first mode with vertical427

movement of the deck also involves these spans and has a frequency of 0.77428

Hz. A sensitivity analysis showed that the lateral and vertical modes above429

5 Hz can be ignored, which lead to include a total of 74 vibration modes in430

the dynamic analysis of the bridge.431

5.2. Simulation of non-orthogonal wind fields432

The methodology described previously to simulate both orthogonal non-433

orthogonal wind velocity signals is applied to generate 3D wind fields at the434

centreline of the bridge deck. The GP is defined as the vertical plane that435

forms an angle β with the normal of the SP and intersects with it at the436

left abutment (P1) if β < 90◦, or at the right abutment (P19) if β > 90◦.437

The time-step and the frequency band width considered in the wind field438

generation are ∆t = 0.01 s and ∆f = 0.001 Hz, respectively. The along-flow439

mean wind speed profile is defined ignoring orographic effects and considering440

the specifications of EN1991-1-4 [26] and the UK recommendations [27, 28]441

for terrain Type II, regardless of the wind incidence angle:442

Ûj = 0.19log
( zj

0.05

)
Ûz,10, (21)

where zj is the height above ground of the j-th node and Ûz,10 is the mean443

along-flow wind speed at z = 10 m. The height zj is conservatively mea-444

sured from the level of the free surface of the river in Fig. 6. For con-445

venience, the reference mean wind speed is taken at the lowest point of446

the deck (P19, where z = 29.5 m) and it is referred to as Ûb. Therefore,447

Ûz,10 = Ûb/(0.19log(29.5/0.05)) = 0.82Ûb. The along-flow turbulence inten-448

sity also depends on zj but it is considered independent of the wind incidence449

angle450

I ûj =
1

log
( zj

0.05

) , (22)
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which leads to values of I ûj ≈ 0.15 along the deck of the bridge. According to451

[29] and assuming that the terrain is homogeneous the across-flow turbulence452

intensities are taken as: I v̂j = 0.75I ûj ≈ 0.11 and I ŵj = 0.5I ûj ≈ 0.075.453

The along-flow turbulence length scale is estimated from EN 1991-1-4 [26]454

as Lû = 139 m. The turbulence lengths in the longitudinal and vertical455

directions are obtained as: Lv̂ = 0.25Lû ≈ 34.75 m and Lŵ = 0.1Lû ≈ 13.9456

m, respectively. This allows to define the frequency content of the turbulence457

with the Kaimal spectra as458

fĜi
jj(f)

(σij)
2

=
Aif̃ i

(1 + 1.5Aif̃ i)5/3
, (23)

where σij = I ijÛj is the standard deviation of the turbulence in the i-th459

direction and the j-th node of the GP, with i = û, v̂, ŵ. The Kaimal spectra460

are given in terms of the reduced frequency f̃ = fLi/Ûj using the parameters461

Aû = 6.8 and Av̂ = Aŵ = 9.4. Fig. 8 shows the resulting spectra referred to462

the GP axes.463

In order to illustrate the simulation process the wind time-history signals464

are generated first at only four nodes of the bridge deck (j = 1 − 4), as465

described in Fig. 6(a). These include the two abutments, and also two points466

closely spaced at the central span to study the spatial coherence properties of467

the simulated wind histories. The (x, z) coordinates of the four nodes with468

respect to the SP axes are as follows: node 1 (0, 31.9) m, node 2 (619.5,469

48.1) m, node 3 (629.5, 48.1) m and node 4 (1307, 29.5) m. Fig. 8 shows470

the reduced auto-spectral density of the generated wind signals for one of471

the records at the midspan node j = 2 in Fig. 6(a), with β = 90◦ and472

Ub = 20 m/s. The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the spectra obtained from473

the signals is also presented to reduce the frequency-to-frequency variability474

and facilitate comparison [30]475

Ĝi
jj,RMS(f̃) =

√
1

∆f̃RMS

∫ f̃−∆f̃RMS/2

f̃+∆f̃RMS/2

(Ĝi
jj(τ))2 dτ , (24)

in which ∆f̃RMS = 1 is the window width in the RMS average. The results476

indicate that the single-point frequency content of the generated signals is477

close to the target in the GP.478

The first 60 s of the along-flow and across-deck wind velocity signals at479

midspan (j = 2) are included in Fig. 9 for three different incidence angles.480
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Figure 8: Kaimal spectra in the along- and across-flow directions at the GP compared
with the ones resulting from the simulation at midspan (j = 2) when β = 90◦. Ûb = 20
m/s. Sample Record #1.
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In order to facilitate comparison, the same set of random numbers θkm are481

considered for the three wind directions (although they are different for the482

three components of the wind turbulence). Purely cross-winds (β = 90◦)483

have no time-lag (∆t2 = 0 s) associated and the wind speed history obtained484

at the GP is identical to that at the SP (Fig. 9(b)). However, if β = 45◦ the485

reference node is at the left abutment (r = 1) and the time-lags at the four486

nodes are ∆tj = 0, 20.3, 20.6, 49.0 s with j = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. Fig. 9(a)487

shows the time-lag at midspan and how the process of removing this interval488

and rotating the signal to the SP changes the wind time-history significantly489

compared with the purely cross-wind, reducing its mean in the across-deck490

direction (Ūy,j). When β = 135◦ the rotated across-deck velocity signal is also491

reduced remarkably, in this case the reference node is at the right abutment492

(r = 4) and the time-lags for the four nodes are ∆tj = 48.5, 25.2, 24.8, 0 s. It493

is noted that the two non-orthogonal wind incidence angles proposed lead to494

GPs that are symmetric with respect to the center of the bridge, but there495

are small differences in the time-lags at the abutment opposite to the referene496

node: max(∆tj) = 49 s and 48.5 s for β = 45◦ and 135◦, respectively. This497

is because the two abutments have different heights and therefore different498

mean wind speeds.499

(a) = 45o
(b) = 90o

(c) = 135o

2=20.3 s 2=0 s 2=25.2 s

2

2 2

Figure 9: Wind velocity history at midspan (j = 2) and its projection in the GP for wind

incidence angles: (a) β = 45◦, (b) β = 90◦ and (c) β = 135◦. Ûb = 20 m/s. Sample
Record #1.

The frequency content of the wind velocity records presented in Fig. 9 is500

included in Fig. 10, excluding the along- and across-flow signals at the SP501

because their spectra coincide exactly with that of the time-histories at the502

GP. When β = 90◦ the generated velocity time-histories match very well the503

target Kaimal spectra in all the directions, as shown in Fig. 8, with identical504
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results in the GP and in the SP. If β 6= 90◦ the signals at the GP also match505

the correspoding target spectra but after rotating them to align with the SP506

their frequency content changes. This is because the across- and along-deck507

signals at the SP result from the contribution of the instantaneous along-508

and across-flow time-histories when the wind is non-orthogonal to the deck.509

In this case the reduced spectra cannot be obtained from the wind properties510

of a single wind direction. For this reason the arithmetic mean of the along-511

and across-flow turbulence length scales and intensities are considered in Fig.512

10 when β = 45◦ and β = 135◦. The spectra of the vertical wind speed is513

not affected by β, as it results from Eq. (12c).514

G
jji

j

(a) = 45o (b) = 90o (c) = 135o

Figure 10: Reduced autospectra of the wind velocity histories at midspan (j = 2) and its
projection in the GP for wind incidence angles: (a) β = 45◦, (b) β = 90◦ and (c) β = 135◦.

Ûb = 20 m/s. Sample Record #1.

After exploring the time-histories and the frequency content of the wind515

generated at one point of the bridge (j = 2), the spatial correlations of the516

signals at the four nodes described in Fig. 6(a) are considered. The spatial517

coherence decrements of the wind at the bridge site are taken from the work of518

Solari and Piccardo [31] as C û
x̂ = C û

ẑ = 10 for the along-flow turbulence, C v̂
x̂ =519

C v̂
ẑ = 6.5 for the across-flow horizontal turbulence, and Cŵ

x̂ = 6.5 and Cŵ
ẑ = 3520

for the vertical turbulence. Fig. 11 includes the total (mean plus turbulence)521

wind velocity histories at the four nodes for the three incidence angles. The522

results refer to the axes of the SP. The wind incidence angle (β) affects523

slightly the vertical wind time-histories because of the time-lags between the524

GP and SP. However, β affects the other two components of the wind signals525

more significantly. The across-deck wind speed is maximised for pure cross-526
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winds, reaching a mean value that coincides with that corresponding to the527

along-flow wind profile obtained from Eq. (21). On the other hand, the528

magnitude of the along-deck wind component increases significantly under529

non-orthogonal winds, giving positive values when β < 90◦ and negative530

when β < 90◦. This has a large influence in the driving safety when combined531

with the speed of the vehicles, as it will be discussed in Section 6. It has also532

been observed that the mean values of the total across- and along-deck wind533

velocity signals satisfy the ‘cosine’ rule and therefore verify Eq. (14):534

E(utotj (t∗)) = Ūy,j = Ûj sin(β) (25a)
535

E(vtotj (t∗)) = Ūx,j = Ûj cos(β), (25b)

with E(·) representing the expected value of its argument.536

In all the cases it is observed that the wind signals at the two abutments537

(j = 1 and j = 4) are very uncorrelated due to the large distance between538

them (approximately 1300 m), but those at the two points spaced 10 m at539

midspan (j = 2 and j = 3) are more similar, particularly the more skew is540

the wind incidence angle with respect to the bridge. This is further explored541

in Fig. 12 by plotting the spatial coherence between the wind histories at542

points j = 2 and j = 3 for a wide range of vibration frequencies obtained543

from the rearrangement of Eq. (7) as544

γ̂ijk(fm) =
Ĝi
jk(fm)√

Ĝi
jj(fm)Ĝi

kk(fm)
. (26)

The target coherence function (γ̂) in Fig. 12 is obtained from Eq. (8),545

and it is compared with the standard non-projected function γ that results by546

introducing β = 90◦ in this equation. For pure cross-winds the two functions547

are identical and the generated signals match the coherence decrement well.548

If β 6= 90◦ the projected points of the structure in the GP are closer to each549

other than in the SP, which increases the coherence function (γ̂ > γ) for any550

f . This is in agreement with Xie et al. [12], who found that larger skew551

angles increase the magnitude of the integral of coherence slightly. Fig. 12552

also shows that the coherence of the non-orthogonal signals in the GP follows553

the target γ̂, however, the coherence of the rotated wind histories in the SP554

is slightly different due to the contribution of the along- and across-flow555

components.556
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(a) = 45o
(b) = 90o

(c) = 135o

Figure 11: Total wind speed along the three axes of the SP for wind incidence angles: (a)

β = 45◦, (b) β = 90◦ and (c) β = 135◦. Ûb = 20 m/s. Sample Record #1.

from simulated u(t) from simulated u(t*)

(a) = 45o (b) = 90o (c) = 135o

m m m

Figure 12: Spatial coherence in the along-flow (û(t)) and across-deck (u(t∗)) signals at the

points j = 2 and j = 3 of the deck: (a) β = 45◦, (b) β = 90◦ and (c) β = 135◦. Ûb = 20
m/s. Sample Record #1.
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For the subsequent assessment of the bridge and the vehicle responses557

under skew winds a more complete definition of the wind field in Np = 110558

nodes of the deck is proposed, as shown in Fig. 6(b). These points are559

concentrated in the central span, where the vibration of the deck and the560

along-flow mean wind speeds are larger. The duration of the wind signals561

generated in the GP is 600 s. This results in shorter signals at the SP due to562

∆tj, reaching a minimum of 551 s for β = 45◦ or 135◦. In the following, the563

same set of random phase angles are used in the wind simulation regardless564

of the skew angle to facilitate comparison between the results obtained for565

different values of β.566

5.3. Response of the bridge without vehicles567

The response of the bridge under wind actions with different incidence568

angles and without vehicles is considered first using the LQS model in MDyn.569

A fixed time-step of 0.01 s and a damping ratio ξ = 1% equal for all the570

vibration modes are used in the analysis. The wind speed is increased linearly571

from zero to its full value in the first 10 seconds of the dynamic analysis to572

avoid introducing unrealistic wind-induced impacts in the structure. In the573

following, the basic wind speed is Ûb = 22.35 m/s (50 mph).574

The DOFs corresponding to the downwind girder and to the piers are575

deactivated in the LQS analysis to reduce the computational time [18]. Al-576

though the wind actions are only applied in the upwind girder, the ef-577

fect of the downwind box in the wind flow is included through the aero-578

dynamic coefficients of the deck (Cb
D, C

b
L, C

b
M) and their angle-derivatives579

(Cb′
D, C

b′
L , C

b′
M). These were obtained from two-dimensional computational580

fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations of the wind flow around the bridge deck581

sections conducted in ANSYS Fluent [32] for angles of attack of the wind with582

respect to the transverse axis of the structure (y) ranging from αs = −10◦583

to 10◦. The CFD analysis was conducted using the SST k − ω turbulence584

model with an initial time-step of 5×10−5 s and a thickness of the first layer585

of elements next to the walls of the deck of 1.25 mm. The variable shape of586

the deck is considered in MDyn by introducing the aerodynamic properties587

of three different cross-sections analysed in the CFD model, as shown in Fig.588

6(b): Section A at midspan, Section C at the supports with the main piers589

(P9 and P10), and Section B at an intermediate position between the other590

two.591

Fig. 13 presents the time-histories of the wind-induced movements at592

midspan (point M in Fig. 6(b)) for one of the generated wind records. It is593
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observed that the transverse displacement of the deck (ry) is larger than the594

vertical one (rz), particularly for purely cross-winds because the quasi-static595

effects of the mean wind acting on the deck are maximised. However, the596

dynamic movement of the deck in the vertical direction is also influenced597

by the wind skew angle β, even though the mean value of the vertical wind598

velocity signals is unaltered. This is because the buffeting and the aeroelastic599

lift forces in Eqs. (19b) and (20b) are also affected by the across-deck mean600

wind speed and turbulence (Ūy,j and u(t∗)), as well as by the lateral velocity601

of the deck (ṗ), which depend on β.602
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Figure 13: Time-history of the bridge displacement at midspan without vehicle: (a) β =

45◦, (b) β = 90◦ and (c) β = 135◦. Ûb = 22.35 m/s; Sample Record #1.

The peak displacements of all the nodes along the upwind girder of the603

bridge are presented in Fig. 14. The lines in the plots refer to the arithmetic604

mean of 10 independent wind records, and the width of the colour bands605

centered around them indicates the mean plus and minus one standard de-606

viation. The larger influence of β in the transverse response is observed607

along the deck, and particularly at the main span. In this region, purely608

cross-winds also maximise the vertical movements and their dispersion for609

different records. This is due to the higher mean wind speed at midspan610

and, especially, due to the larger flexibility of the deck in this region. The611

main piers P9 and P10 are much stiffer than the rest in the lateral direction,612

and for this reason the transverse displacements of the deck at these points613

is very small compared with those at the intermediate piers.614

5.4. Aerodynamic effects on the vehicles crossing the bridge615

This part of the study focuses on the influence of skew winds on the W-616

VBI problem, considering a single high-sided vehicle crossing the bridge in the617

negative-x direction (i.e. from P19 to P1) at a constant speed of Vd = −64.4618
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Figure 14: Peak displacement along the deck for 10 different records: (a) β = 45◦, (b)

β = 90◦ and (c) β = 135◦. No vehicle; Ûb = 22.35 m/s. The thick lines represent the
mean values and the total width of the colour bands indicates two standard deviations.

km/h (-40 mph). The vehicle is modelled as a 13-DOF system represented619

in Fig. 7, which includes heave, sway, roll, pitch and yaw of the vehicle box,620

and vertical and lateral displacements of its four wheel/suspension masses.621

The mechanical properties of the vehicle are adapted from Xu and Guo [2],622

and they are included in Table 1. The vehicle follows a straight path on the623

upwind girder with an eccentricity of 0.73 m between their centroids (see624

Fig. 7). The wind velocity histories acting on the vehicle are obtained by625

linear interpolation between the two nodes of the deck (or the approaching626

platforms) that are adjacent to the vehicle centroid at each time-step of the627

analysis. The wind velocity on the vehicle is increased linearly when it is628

on the approaching platform, ranging from 0 at the start of the analysis629

to full wind speed when the front wheels access the deck of the bridge (at630

this instant the deck is also subject to full wind speed). This is to avoid631

introducing unrealistic transient dynamic effects on the vehicle.632

The pavement irregularities are generaged in the bridge and in the ap-633

proaching platforms according to the target PSD given in ISO 8608 [33]634

Gd(n) = Gd(n0)

(
n

n0

)−2

, (27)

where n0 = 0.1 cycles/m is a reference frequency and Gd(n0) = 16 × 10−6
635

m3/cycle defines a road with ‘very good quality’ (Category A) according to636

[33]. The pavement profiles in Eq. (15) are generated each 0.01 m and contain637

spatial frequencies ranging from n1 = 6.3× 10−4 cycles/m (lower bound) to638

nNm = 20 cycles/m (upper bound), with a resolution of ∆n = 1.0 × 10−4
639
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Parameter Units Value
Full length of the vehicle m 13.45
Longitudinal distance from centroid to front wheels (Lf ) m 3
Longitudinal distance from centroid to rear wheels (Lr) m 5
Reference (front) area (Av) m2 10.5
Vertical distance between wheels and centroid (hv) m 1.0
Half-distance between wheel lines (b) m 1.1
Vertical distance between upper suspension and centroid m 0.8
Mass of the vehicle body kg 4480
Pitching moment of inertia of vehicle body kg·m2 5516
Rolling moment of inertia of vehicle body kg·m2 1349
Yawing moment of inertia of vehicle body kg·m2 100000
Mass of each wheel in front axle kg 800
Mass of each wheel in rear axle kg 710
Upper vertical spring stiffness (all wheels) kN/m 399
Upper lateral spring stiffness (all wheels) kN/m 299
Upper vertical damper coefficient in front wheels kN·s/m 23.21
Upper lateral damper coefficient in front wheels kN·s/m 23.21
Upper vertical damper coefficient in rear wheels kN·s/m 5.18
Upper lateral damper coefficient in rear wheels kN·s/m 5.18
Lower vertical spring stiffness (all wheels) kN/m 351
Lower lateral spring stiffness (all wheels) kN/m 121
Lower vertical damper coefficient (all wheels) kN·s/m 0.8
Lower lateral damper coefficient (all wheels) kN·s/m 0.8

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the vehicle considered in this study. Adapted from [2].

cycles/m. The transverse and the longitudinal slopes of the deck are ignored640

in the simulation of the pavement irregularities, as well as their discontinuities641

at the bridge joints in P1 and P19.642

Fig. 15 presents different parameters that are representative of the wind643

actions and the response of the vehicle as it crosses the bridge for differ-644

ent skew angles, considering a particular wind record and pavement profile.645

The instantaneous values of the relative wind incidence angle on the vehicle646

(ψ(x, t∗)) are shown in Figs. 15(a-c). These are obtained by introducing647

in Eq. (4) the total wind time-histories obtained from Eq. (12) (mean648

plus turbulence). In addition, the mean vales of the relative incidence angle649

(ψ̄(x)) are given by ignoring the turbulence components in Eq. (12) (i.e.650
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û(t∗) = v̂(t∗) = 0). It is noted that ψ̄ depends on the vehicle position in651

the deck because the mean along-flow wind speed is higher in the central652

span. This is reflected in the curved shape of ψ̄ in Figs. 15(a-c), which also653

shows that the instantaneous incidence angle oscillates from the mean value654

due to the wind turbulence. The skew angle of the wind (β) affects signif-655

icantly the mean relative incidence angle on the vehicle, which is close to656

the critical value that maximises the aerodynamic coefficients of the vehicle657

(ψ = 90◦) when β = 135◦ (tailwind), as it was illustrated in Fig. 3(b). In ad-658

dition, the instantaneous value of ψ is more sensitive to the wind turbulence659

when β = 135◦, resulting in higher oscillations with respect to ψ̄. However,660

Figs. 15(d-f) indicate that the effect of β on the relative wind speed (Ur)661

is opposite; Ur strongly increases with low skew angles (headwinds). The662

instantaneous value of the relative wind speed on the vehicle (Ur(x, t)) in663

Fig. 15(d) is obtained by introducing the turbulent wind record in Eq. (3),664

and it is approximately two times larger than the vehicle speed and the mean665

along-flow wind speed with β = 45◦. As the skew angle of the wind increases666

the mean relative wind speed on the vehicle (Ūr(x)) decreases, taking val-667

ues that are below the mean wind and driving speeds for β = 135◦ (Fig.668

15(f)). The wind turbulence is responsible for significant deviations of the669

instantaneous relative wind speed on the vehicle (Ur(x, t)) with respect to670

the corresponding mean value (Ūr(x)) as it crosses the bridge, particularly671

for tailwinds β = 135◦ in which the difference can reach 50%.672

Figs. 15(g-i) include the transverse wheel forces (Fc,Y ) in the front and673

the rear axles of the vehicle (sum of the two wheel forces in each axle). The674

plots also represent the mean value of the side wind force on the vehicle675

(f̄Sv,w), which is non-uniform along the deck due to its variable height (zj)676

and it is maximised at the main span. The value of f̄Sv,w is obtained from677

Eq. (1a) by neglecting the turbulence of the wind, and it is divided over678

two in these figures to represent an ideal equal distribution of the side force679

on the two axles of the vehicle. This would occur if the two axles were680

at the same distance with respect to the point of application of the wind681

actions on the vehicle (Point A in Fig. 7), however, it can be observed682

that the front wheels transmit larger side forces to the pavement because683

they are closer to the centroid than the rear wheels in the proposed vehicle684

(Lr = 5 m > Lf = 3 m). The instantaneous side forces at both vehicle685

axles oscillates significantly due to the wind turbulence, particularly under686

tailwind conditions with β = 135◦ for which the peak values can be up to687

four times larger than the mean of the corresponding axle side force (see Fig.688
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Figure 15: Actions on and response of the vehicle for three different apparent wind inci-
dence angles β; (a-c) relative wind incidence angle on the vehicle ψ; (d-f) relative wind
speed on the vehicle Ur; (g-i) transverse wheel forces Fc,Y ; (j-l) vertical wheel forces Fc,Z ;
(m-o) accident risk ratios η, with the shaded band representing the region that corresponds

to the main span of the bridge. Ûb = 22.35 m/s; Vd = −64.4 km/h. Sample Record #1.
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15(i)). Nevertheless, the side forces on the vehicle wheels can be significantly689

larger under headwind conditions, reaching peak values with β = 45◦ that690

are 15% and 70% higher than in the analysis of the same record with β = 90◦691

and 135◦, respectively. This is because the aerodynamic wind forces on the692

vehicle depend on the square of the relative wind speed, which makes them693

more sensitive to Ur than to ψ, as it was observed in Section 2.694

The larger wind-induced side forces and rolling moments in the vehicle for695

β = 45◦ explains the lower vertical tyre forces (Fc,Y ) in its windward wheels696

(numbers 3 and 4 in Fig. 2(b)). This increases the risk of instantaneous697

wheel detachments from the road, although they are not observed for the698

studied record because Fc,Z > 0 at all times. The risk is highest at the rear699

windward wheel (number 4) because it is further from the centroid of the700

vehicle and hence the wheels in the rear axle carry a lower vertical static701

load (F static
c,Z−R) than those in the front one (F static

c,Z−F ). The minimum vertical702

force in wheel 4 when β = 45◦ is approximately 60% and 70% smaller than703

that observed for β = 90◦ and 135◦, respectively, considering the particular704

record studied in Fig. 15. It is also noted that the pavement irregularities are705

responsible for the high-order frequency of oscillation in the instantaneous706

vertical wheel forces, increasing significantly the risk of vehicle accidents, as707

it will be discussed in the next section.708

6. Effects of the wind incidence angle on the driving accident risks709

The driving accident risks are calculated from the time-histories of the ve-710

hicle wheel reactions in the vertical and the transverse directions: Fc,Z−wh(t
∗)711

and Fc,Y−wh(t
∗), respectively, with wh = 1, · · · , 4 representing the wheel712

number included in Fig. 2. The accident risks are expressed as ratios in the713

form714

ηo = max
t∗

[
Fc,Z−L(t∗)− Fc,Z−W (t∗)

Fc,Z−L(t∗) + Fc,Z−W (t∗)

]
(28a)

715

ηs = max
t∗

[
|fSv,w(t∗)|

µc(Fc,Z−F (t∗) + Fc,Z−R(t∗))

]
(28b)

716

ηy = max

[
max
t∗

(
|Fc,Y−F (t∗)|
µcFc,Z−F (t∗)

)
,max

t∗

(
|Fc,Y−R(t∗)|
µcFc,Z−R(t∗)

)]
. (28c)
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in which ηo, ηs and ηy indicate, respectively, overturning, side-slipping and717

yawing vehicle accidents when they are above 1; Fc,Z−L = Fc,Z−1 + Fc,Z−2 is718

the total vertical force in the leeward wheel line of the vehicle according to the719

wheel numbering in Fig. 2(b); Fc,Z−W = Fc,Z−3 + Fc,Z−4 is the vertical force720

in the windward wheels; Fc,i−F = Fc,i−1 + Fc,i−3 and Fc,i−R = Fc,i−2 + Fc,i−4721

refer to the total wheel forces at the front and rear wheel axles, respectively,722

with i = Y, Z referring to the lateral and the vertical directions; µc is the723

tyre-pavement contact adherence. In this work a value of µc = 0.7 is adopted724

to represent dry/moderately wet pavements [34].725

Figs. 15(m-o) present the instantaneous values of the driving accident726

risks as the vehicle crosses the bridge for three different wind incidence an-727

gles, considering a particular pavement and wind record. Although accidents728

are not observed in this record, the risk is significantly higher under head-729

winds (β = 45◦) than for purely cross-winds (β = 90◦) and, particularly, for730

tailwinds (β = 135◦). This is explained by the larger relative wind speed731

acting on the vehicle when β = 45◦. In this study the driving instability732

risks are dominated by the side-slipping of the rear wheels and the conse-733

quent vehicle yawing because its centroid is relatively low and close to the734

front wheel axle. Yawing and side-slipping accident risk ratios peak when735

the vehicle is located at the main span of the bridge under cross-winds (Fig.736

15(n)). This is because of the larger lateral wind-induced movements of the737

deck for β = 90◦, as shown in Fig. 14. Under non-orthogonal wind direc-738

tions the movement of the deck is significantly smaller and with it also the739

vehicle-bridge interaction, which leads to peak driving instability risks that740

can be maximised at any position along the bridge. This suggests that in741

skew wind conditions the lateral and vertical vibrations coming from the deck742

have smaller influence in the dynamic response of the vehicle than the direct743

actions (namely the pavement irregularities and the turbulent wind speed on744

the vehicle).745

The influence of the skew angle in the W-VBI analysis is examined fur-746

ther by considering 19 different values of β ranging from 20◦ to 160◦. The747

analysis is repeated for 10 different records of wind time-histories and pave-748

ment profiles in order to obtain statistically meaningful results of the driving749

accident risks according to [5]. The peak accident risk ratios obtained for750

each angle and record are shown in Fig. 16(a), with the thick lines repre-751

senting the arithmetic mean of each type of accident and the width of the752

colour bands one standard deviation above and below the mean. The results753

indicate that headwinds acting on the vehicle are significantly more danger-754
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ous for its safety because of the increase of Ur, but very inclined winds with755

small values of β compensate this effect by reducing significantly the relative756

incidence angle ψ and, hence, the aerodynamic coefficients. Consequently,757

there is an interval of critical wind skew angles for which the risk of vehicle758

accidents is maximised; in this study the critical range of β goes from 40◦ to759

70◦ and it leads to yawing, side-slipping and overturning accident risk ratios760

that are, respectively, 25%, 28% and 45% higher than those observed under761

purely cross-winds. This is in agreement with the work of Baker [14] and762

with the mean values of fSv,w presented in Section 2 for off-bridge scenarios.763

Therefore, it is important to consider a wide range of wind incidence angles764

in the W-VBI analysis, not only β = 90◦ as it is routinely assumed. In-765

deed, none of the 10 independent analysis runs results in vehicle accidents766

for β = 90◦ and above (tailwinds), but one of the records with β = 55◦ led to767

a yawing accident (ηY > 1). It is also noted that the dispersion of the acci-768

dent risk ratios increases slightly for cross-winds due to the more significant769

vehicle-bridge interaction at the central span of the bridge.770
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Figure 16: Peak accident risk ratios at any point of the deck in terms of the apparent wind
incidence angle β for all the records: (a) original bridge, (b) modified case increasing the
wind-induced forces on the deck 7 times. The thick lines represent the arithmetic mean
and the colour bands ± one standard deviation around it; Ûb = 22.35 m/s; Vd = −64.4
km/h.

The above observations on the influence of the wind incidence angle are771

inevitably linked to the aerodynamic response of the bridge under consid-772

eration. This structure represents a conventional prestressed concrete beam773

bridge with variable section for which wind-induced displacements are mod-774

erate. In order to investigate further the effect of these displacements on775
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the driving safety without presenting an additional case study of a different776

structure, it is proposed to scale up the wind forces on the bridge deck by777

a factor of seven (i.e. fb,w × 7), without altering the structure or the direct778

wind actions on the vehicle crossing it. Fig. 17 compares the time-history779

of the deck displacements at midspan under one of the wind velocity records780

before and after increasing the wind effects on the deck, without vehicle781

actions. The scaling factor of fb,w in the new set of analysis is selected to in-782

crease the standard deviation of the vertical deck displacements at midspan783

to approximately 30 mm when β = 90◦, which is approximately the value784

measured experimentally in the Third Nanjing Bridge (a 648-m span cable-785

stayed bridge in China) under cross-winds of the same intensity as in the786

proposed study [11]. This allows to observe the effect of the vehicle-bridge787

interaction on the driving accident risks without particularising on a specific788

structure, and facilitating the comparison with the previous results.789
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Figure 17: Time-history of the bridge displacements at midspan in the original structure
and after increasing the wind-induced forces on its deck 7 times: (a) β = 45◦, (b) β = 90◦

and (c) β = 135◦. Ûb = 22.35 m/s; Sample Record #4; no vehicle included.

Figs. 16(a) and (b) compare the peak accident risk ratios in the original790

case study and in the modified W-VBI analysis with larger wind-induced deck791

displacements, respectively. The results indicate that the movements of the792

deck in long-span cable-supported bridges increase the risk of accidents for793

skew angles above 40◦, particularly those related to sliding and yawing due to794

instantaneous wheel decompressions during the vehicle journey. The analysis795

with the increased deck displacements shows accidents in a number of records796

under headwinds, but the effect of the wind-induced vibrations in the deck is797

proportionally larger for tailwinds even though driving instabilities are not798

observed in those cases. This is because the direct wind actions on the vehicle799

are reduced when β > 90◦, and therefore the vibration transferred directly800
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from the deck to the vehicle becomes more prominent. Compared with the801

original case study in which the critical skew angle ranges from 40◦ to 70◦,802

the highest accident risks in the case with larger deck displacements occur803

for β = 70◦. This suggests that in very long-span bridges the critical wind804

incidence angles can be closer to β = 90◦ than in stiffer structures because805

of the larger vibration introduced from the deck in the vehicle through the806

wheel/pavement contacts for purely cross-winds, but the direct effects of807

the wind on the vehicle for headwinds are still dominant. Therefore, it is808

concluded that purely cross-winds (β = 90◦) are not critical for the driving809

safety regardless of the level of wind-induced movements in the deck.810

7. Conclusions811

This study proposes a new method to simulate three-dimensional fields of812

spatially-correlated wind velocity time-histories that are generally skew to the813

structure. It is based on the assumption of frozen turbulence and it reduces814

to the Veers’ method [16] for the particular case of purely cross-winds. The815

generated wind fields are used to extend the conventional wind-vehicle-bridge816

interaction (W-VBI) analysis to skew wind scenarios, which are critical for817

the driving accident risks. The proposed methodology is applied to the study818

of vehicles crossing a long bridge to observe the following:819

• The wind velocity time-history signals are generated in the projection820

of the structure to a plane that is perpendicular to the along-flow di-821

rection, which increases the spatial coherence of non-orthogonal winds.822

The signals are then referred to the plane of the structure by applying823

a time-lag that depends on the mean wind speed, and by rotating their824

horizontal wind components to the structural axes. The mean values825

of the resulting wind velocity fields are in agreement with the ‘cosine’826

rule usually applied to skew winds, and the turbulence is consistent827

with the target frequency spectra and coherence functions.828

• The specific nature of the W-VBI problem admits the use of the linear829

quasi-steady model to define the skew wind actions on the bridge deck.830

The buffeting components are calculated from accross-deck and vertical831

turbulence signals that are obtained by subtracting their mean values832

from the total wind speed generated in the proposed simulation of non-833

orthogonal winds.834
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• The results indicate that the lateral response of the deck is more influ-835

enced by the wind skew angle, and that it is maximised under purely836

cross-winds (β = 90◦). The vertical response of the deck is also influ-837

enced by the angle of incidence of the wind because of buffeting and838

aeroelastic actions that are largest at the central span when β = 90◦.839

• Unlike in the bridge, the response of the vehicle is maximised under840

non-orthogonal wind actions. The critical aerodynamic coefficients of841

the vehicle for its driving instability are largest in tailwind conditions842

(β > 90◦). Purely cross-winds (β = 90◦) maximise the vehicle-bridge843

interaction, particularly if the displacements induced by wind in the844

deck are significant (as it can be the case in long-span bridges). How-845

ever, the relative wind speed acting on the vehicle dominates its dy-846

namic response and it is higher with headwinds (β < 90◦). The risk847

of accidents of vehicles crossing straight bridges is maximised for wind848

skew angles in the interval from β = 40◦ to 70◦.849
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Nomenclature855

αs Angle of attack between the wind and the structural section in static856

equilibrium857

ψ̄ Mean value of the relative wind incidence angle as the vehicle crosses858

the bridge859

f̄Sv,w Mean value of the side wind force on the vehicle as it crosses the bridge860

Ūr Mean value of the relative wind speed as the vehicle crosses the bridge861

Ūy,j, Ūx,j Across- and along-deck projections of the along-flow mean wind862

speed, respectively863

β Apparent wind incidence angle (also referred to as yaw or skew angle)864
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φ A mode shape of the structure865

φ̂i Matrix with the phase angles of the wind signal in the direction i of866

the GP867

f b,w−b Buffeting wind force vector in the bridge868

f b,w−se Aeroelastic wind force vector in the bridge869

f b,w−s Mean wind force vector in the bridge870

∆f̃RMS Window width in the RMS average of the wind frequency spectra871

∆f Width of the frequency bands in which Ŝi are discretised872

∆n Frequency resolution in the generation of the pavement irregularities873

∆t Time-step in the wind velocity records and in the W-VBI analysis874

∆tj Time-shift between the wind signals of the j-th node at the SP with875

respect its projection in the GP876

∆xjr Relative distance in the along-deck direction between the node j and877

a reference point r of the SP878

δ Longitudinal projection of the distance between two points in the pave-879

ment irregularity surface880

ṗ, ḣ Lateral and vertical velocities of the 3-DOF deck sectional model881

ηo, ηs, ηy Overturning, side-slipping and yawing accident risk ratios, respec-882

tively883

γijk Coherence function between nodes j and k in the direction i of the SP884

under orthogonal winds885

Φ Matrix with the relevant mode shapes of the structure886

Âi Matrix with the amplitudes of the wind signal in the direction i of the887

GP888

Ŝi Projected spectral matrix associated with the i-th direction of the889

turbulence in the GP890
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V̂i Complex coefficient matrix of the wind signals in the GP891

Cl Damping matrix of the bridge (l = b) or the vehicle (l = v)892

fl,r Force vector due to the wheel-pavement contact in the bridge (l = b)893

or in the vehicle (l = v)894

fl,w Force vector due to the wind in the bridge (l = b) or in the vehicle895

(l = v)896

fv,g Force vector due to gravity in the vehicles897

Kl Stiffness matrix of the bridge (l = b) or the vehicle (l = v)898

Ml Mass matrix of the bridge (l = b) or the vehicle (l = v)899

ql Displacement vector of the bridge (l = b) or the vehicle (l = v)900

µc Tyre-pavement friction coefficient901

ψ Relative wind incidence angle on the vehicle902

ρ Density of the air903

σij Standard deviaton of the turbulent wind at node j in the i-th direction904

of the GP905

σ1 − σ6 Parameters to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients of the vehicle906

θm, φm Random phase angles used in the generation of the pavement irreg-907

ularities908

f̃ Reduced frequency used to define the wind spectra909

γ̂ijk Projected coherence function between nodes j and k in the direction910

i of the GP under skew winds911

φ̂ijm Component of the matrix φ̂i corresponding to the node j and the912

frequency m913

Âijm Component of the matrix Âi corresponding to the node j and the914

frequency m915

Ĝi
jj,RMS RMS wind frequency spectra at the node j in the GP direction i916
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Ĝi
jj Symmetric PSD of the wind speed at node j in the GP direction i917

Ŝijj Auto-spectral component of the Ŝi matrix corresponding to the j-th918

node919

Ŝijk Cross-spectral component of the Ŝi matrix corresponding to the nodes920

j and k921

Û Along-flow mean wind speed922

û, v̂, ŵ Along-flow, across-flow and vertical wind turbulent components, re-923

spectively924

Ûj Along-flow mean wind speed at the j-th node925

ûj, v̂j, ŵj Along-flow, across-flow and vertical wind turbulent components at926

the j-th node, respectively927

Ûb Reference mean wind speed928

Ûjk Arithmetic mean of the along-flow mean wind speeds at nodes j and929

k930

Ûz,10 Mean along-flow wind speed at z = 10 m931

x̂, ŷ, ẑ Across-flow, along-flow and vertical axes of the GP, respectively932

x̂j, ŷj, ẑj Coordinates of the j-th node projected in the GP933

ξ Modal damping ratio934

Ai Parameters that define the Kaimal turbulence spectra935

Av Reference surface of the vehicle936

B Width of the deck937

b Half-distance between wheel lines in the transverse direction938

Cb
D, C

b
L, C

b
M Drag, lift and moment static coefficients of the structure, re-939

spectively940

Ci
x̂, C

i
ẑ Coherence decrements in the horizontal (across-flow) and the vertical941

directions of the GP, respectively942
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Cv
l Aerodynamic coefficients of the vehicle943

Cb′
D, C

b′
L , C

b′
M Derivatives of the drag, lift and moment static coefficients of944

the structure with respect to the angle of attack, respectively945

D Depth of the deck946

djk, d̂jk Distance between two generic nodes in the SP and its projection in947

the GP948

f A vibration frequency of the structure949

fDb,w−b, f
L
b,w−b, f

M
b,w−b Buffeting drag, lift and moment induced by wind in the950

bridge, respectively951

fDb,w−se, f
L
b,w−se, f

M
b,w−se Self-excited drag, lift and moment induced by wind in952

the bridge, respectively953

fDb,w−s, f
L
b,w−s, f

M
b,w−s Mean drag, lift and moment induced by wind in the954

bridge, respectively955

f lv,w l-th component of the wind action on the vehicle956

F static
c,Z−F , F

static
c,Z−R Static value of the vertical force in each of the wheels in the957

front and the rear vehicle axles, respectively958

fm central frequency of the m-th frequency band in which Ŝi are discre-959

tised960

Fc,Y−F , Fc,Z−F Sum of the lateral and the vertical forces in the front wheels,961

respectively962

Fc,Y−R, Fc,Z−R Sum of the lateral and the vertical forces in the rear wheels,963

respectively964

Fc,Y−wh Lateral force at the contact between the pavement and the wheel965

wh966

Fc,Z−L Sum of the vertical force in all the leeward wheels967

Fc,Z−wh Vertical force at the contact between the pavement and the wheel968

wh969
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Fc,Z−W Sum of the vertical force in all the windward wheels970

Gd Target one-sided PSD of displacements in the pavement irregularities971

Gd,x One-sided cross PSD function of displacements in the pavement irreg-972

ularities973

hv Distance between the vehicle centroid and the tyre/pavement contact974

I ij Turbulence intensities at node j in the i-th direction of the GP975

Li Turbulence length scale in the i-th direction of the GP976

n0 Reference spatial frequency in the generation of the pavement irregu-977

larities978

n1, nNm Lower and upper frequency bounds in the generation of the pave-979

ment irregularities, respectively980

Nf Number of frequency bands in which Ŝi are discretised981

nm Discrete spatial frequency of the pavement irregularity982

Nn Number of discrete spatial frequencies included in the pavement irreg-983

ularities984

Np Number of points in which wind is simulated985

Nr Number of independent wind and pavement irregularity records gen-986

erated987

p, h, α Lateral, vertical and torsional movements of the 3-DOF deck sectional988

model, respectively989

R Autocorrelation function of the pavement irregularity profile990

rL, rW Pavement irregularity profiles in the leeward and the windward wheels,991

respectively992

t, t∗ Reference time at the GP and at the SP, respectively993

utot, vtot, wtot Across-deck, along-deck and vertical components of the total994

wind speed, respectively995
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utotj , v
tot
j , wtotj Across-deck, along-deck and vertical components of the total996

wind speed at the j-th node, respectively997

uj, vj, wj Across-deck, along-deck and vertical wind turbulence components,998

respectively999

Ur Relative wind velocity acting on the vehicle1000

Vd Vehicle driving speed1001

x, y, z Along-deck, across-deck and vertical axes of the SP, respectively1002

xj, yj, zj Coordinates of the j-th node in the SP1003
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